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EVALUATIONS OF HIGH SCHOOL WRF.STLERS 
Abstract 
RICHARD EDWARD NEWMAN 
. ·•'. 
Under the supervlsion of Associate Prof.essor Glenn Robinson 
The·purpose of this investigation was to determine 
if an individual high school wrestler's anxiety measures 
would serve as an indicator of his match performance. 
The subjects were thirty-one varsity wrestlers 
who were in attendance at Brookings High School, Brookings, 
South Dakota, during the academic yea� 1966-1967. 
The top twenty-four wrestlers, as determined by 
weekly competitive challenge matches, received alternate 
forms or the !PAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery forty 
minutes prior to the "A" and "B" teams• competitive per­
formances in all home wrestling matches. These tests were 
administered in order to measure the anxiety levels of 
subjects in a stress situation. 
Each subject's performance was independently 
evaluated immediately upon the termination of his match by·, 
a panel of three wrestling judges. The mean of these 
judges• ratings -served as the subject's match performance 
evaluation. 
A ba$e line anxiety measure in a non-stress situ­
ation was secured by administering Form F of the IPAT 8-
Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery to the subjects.· 
117-
The data collected during these testing periods 
were scored· and/or recorded and an�lyzed to determine the 
degree. of relationship existing betw.een the subjects' 
anxiety measures and their match performance evaluations. 
The statistical procedures employed on data of individual 
subJects dealt only with those subj-ects who wrestled a 
minimum of five of the seven matches investigat�d. 
There were no stat1st1cal_ly significant findings 
on any of the correlations in the data analyzed. 
These results would tend to indicate that for the 
purposes of th.is study ., the anxiety measures as employed 
were unreliable m�thods for the prediction of competitive 
performance. 
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- Chapter I ; 
INTRODUCTION 
Backgro�d for Study 
The motor skills which are employed in various 
competitive sports are extremely compl�x, and success in 
execution of these physical skills is interwoven with many 
other facets of the whole athlete--his intelligence, 
personality and emotional status, and socio-economic back­
ground. However, athletic coaches, because they work 
closest with the purely physical, mechanical aspects of 
sports, too often _a�sume that success in competitive per­
ro_rmance is al.most a pure func-tf on of a single process, the 
physical actions. 
Interscholastic athletics, via the very nature of 
their competitiveness. seemingly produce within their 
participants varying degrees or manifest anxiety. It may 
well be that knowledge of this component, anxiety within 
the competitor, will provide the athletic coach with a 
I 
• 
crucial key to an underst81'.1ding of athletic psychology. 
1 
The _answer to why two athletes. of similar phy.sical structure 
and athletic ability fail to perform comparably may possibly_ 
be found through an investigation of the effects of their 
psychic and social climate. Langer and Nelson1 state that 
2 
1Phil1p Langer and Daleo. Nelson, ."Getting To Really Know 
Your Players," The Athletic Journal, September, 196.3. p • .39. 
11 D1$X�mum performance in the final analysis is not a simple 
thing to obtain, especially where champ1onship_cal1ber is 
the objective." However, previous stat-ements were not 
meant to imply that the physical attributes of athletes are 
not important factors in their performance. But, according 
to Langer and Nelson, 2 "physical ability 1s not perfectly 
2Philip Langer and Daleo. Nelson, "Comments on the Athlete's 
Playing Performances and His Anxiety, " Coach and Athlete, 
December, 196.5. p. 12.· 
correlated with performance" and this concept suggests that· 
the psychological variables or athletic performance may con­
tribute to competitive success. To this extent, anxiety 
measurement may prove to be or s1gn1f1cance to both coaches 
and athletes alike. 
Statement of Problem 
The purpose or this study was to determine if an • 
individual high school wrestler•s_anx1ety measures would 
aene as an indicat·or of his match performances. 
Limitations 
The results or this study were limited b7 the 
following conditions, 
1. Only members of ·the Brookings High School, · 
Brookings, South Dakota varsity wrestling ·teams were used 
as subjects. 
2. · Scores on the Institute for Personality and 
Ability Testing 8-Parallel-Porm Anxiety Battery depended 
upon the frank responses o:f' th� subj_ects. 
J. The Institute for Personal1ty and Ability 
Testing 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery.was the only 
psychological instrument employed in this study. 
Definitions 
For purposes of this study the following defi­
ni t_ions will be used a 
1. Anxiety--Def'iried by Ogilv1eJ as "a general 
JBruce Ogilvie, "Future Contributions of Motivational 
Research in Track," The Journal of Technical Track and 
Field Athletics, September, 196J. p. J88. 
state-of •pprehension or an uneasiness based upon an un­
differentiated fear, or obje�tless fear." 
2. Acute Anxiety--Pre-matoh or stress anxiety. 
J 
). Chron�c Anxiety--General or non-stress anxiety. 
4. The Institute for Personality and Ability 
Testing 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery--Th1s test battery 
is a psychometric instrument, with eight comparable forms, 
designated. by letters A thr0\18h H, designed to proTide 
4 
repeated measurement of. acute· anxiety fluctuations over 
time in adults and young adults. Throughout the remainder 
of ·this study the Institute for Personality and Abilit7 
Testing 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery will be referred to 
as the IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery. 
s. Base Line Measure--This anxiety level 
measurement, obtained by administering F�rm F of the IPAT 
8-Parallel-Porm Anxiety Battery after oomplet_ion of the· 
1966-1967 competitive wrestling season, served as a point 
from which to compare changes in anxiety levels from a non­
stress to a stress situation. 
6. Varsity Wrestling Teams--The top twenty-four 
Brookings High School wrestlers-as determined by weekly 
competitive challenge matches. 
7. "A" Team--The team consisting of the number­
one wrestlers in each of the twelve respective high school 
weight divisions, as determined by weekly competitive 
challenge matches. -
a. "B" Team--The team · cons1st1ng of the number­
two wrestlers in each of the twelve respective _high school 
weight divisions. as determined by weekly competitive 
challenge matches. 
5 
. Chapter II' 
REVIEW OF RELATED .STUDIES 
Introduction 
Only recently has limited research been conducted 
into the personality characte�istic� of athletes, with 
specific reference to the anxiety phase �d its relationship 
to athletic performance. Studies .in this area are of par­
ticular importance to athletic coaches since a competitive 
contest creates a stressful situation for the contestant. 
·Report of Pertinent Findings 
Ryan,4 commenting on-the relationship between 
4nean Ryan, "What Does Psychology Have To Offer Coache·s 
and Trainers?" PROCEEDINGS National Colle�e Physical Education Association for Men, January, 19 5. p. )8. 
anxiety and performance, states: 
• •  there appears to be an inverted­
U-shaped relationship between anxiety or 
stress and performance. If the performer 
is completely lethargic performance ls poor. 
As anxiety or the stx·ess of the s1 tuation 
increases, performance will improve up to 
a po1nt. · Beyond this point an increase in 
stress or· .anxiety tends to impair performance. 
The implications for the coach are obvious. The 
high-strung or overly a:t?=ious performer should be oal■ed 
down prior to compet1�1on, while the more lethargic 
individual must.be motivated in order to improve and/or 
avoid decrement in performance. 
One of the most important factors affecting 
sports performance, in many instances,. is the personality 
make-up or emotional aspects of the.participants. Langer 
and NelsonS state: 
5Langer and Nelson, op. cit., p. 88. 
There is little doubt that coaches 
recognize 1n an informal untutored way that 
players• emotional commitments to a game 
do make a difference, but the ingredient 
they·often lack 1s objectivity regarding 
the nature of these psychological variables 
and their potency 1n athletic competition. -
Langer and Nelson6 ·further suggest that coache�: 
• • • utilize an old ally, psychology, 
' and apply more of what this organized body 
of knowledge has to offer to athletics. In 
other words, learn mor� about the psychological 
aspects of sports performance, use the tools 
available, and in the final course of events, 
do a better Job of teaching our participants. 
In one of. the first attempts to measure the 
6 
emotional impact -of impending athletic competition, Johnson7 
7
warren B. Jo�son, "A Study ot Emot1:on Revealed in Two 
Types of Athletic Sports Contests, " Research Quarterly, 
March, 1949. pp. 72-79• 
7 
used a subjective questionnaire and the physiological tests 
of pulse rate, blood pressure, and. b�-0od sugar level. The 
tests were administered to fifteen football players and 
five'1rrestlers a few days before, a few hours before, just 
prior to, and immediately after a contest. ·Johnson's in­
terpretation of the data suggested that the measures were 
possible indicators of emotional stress and that wrestlers 
were more affected emotionally than were football players. 
Johnson, Hutton, and John�on8 analyzed the 
8warren R. Johnson, Daniel c. Hutton, and Granville B. 
Johnson, "Personality Traits of Some-Champion Athletes 
As Measured By Two Projective Tests: The Rorschach and 
H-T-P, " Research Quarterly, December, 1954. pp. 485-486. 
results ot a Rorschach and the House-Tree-Person projective 
tests given to a group of twelve outstanding national cali­
ber athletes. The analysis suggested that these athletes 
were characterized by a high level ot self-assurance, extreme 
aggressiveness, high and generalized anxiety, and the ability 
to express extreme aggressiveness freely. The sample in­
cluded two wrestlers, but no detailed analysis of the 
separate sports was presented. 
Langer and Nelson9 have completed considerable 
9Lange; and Nelson, op. cl t·. , p. 89. 
researoh involving the use or varying anxiety- measuring 
instruments. The subj"eots, in their initial study, were 
8 
members or the Utah State University freshman and varsity 
basketball squads. By employing the .Taylor Manifest Anxiety 
Scale, they found some athletes to hav.e extremely high 
. •'. 
scores 1nd1cat1ng an unusually high drive level which 
frequently adversely interfered with their physical ab111-
t1es in competition. Others were found. to be low in their 
scores, and thus had little drive. These-individuals were 
not likely to go all-out·, nor to pos�ess the needed com­
petitiveness for top-flight performance. 
Utilizing a second anxiety test, the·Sarason 
Autobiographical Survey, 1n this same study, Nelson and 
Langer10 extracted �he Test Anxiety and General Anxiety 
questions of the Sarason test and administered them a second 
time in the dressing room before a varsity game. This por-
tion or the study revealed that game anxiety, if not too 
high, appears to be good, whereas general anxiety can, and 
often does, interfere with performance. 
I 
, 
Recently, Scheier and Catte1111 developed the IPAT 
111van B. Scheier and Raymond B. Cattell, ·Handbook and Test 
Kit for the IPAT 8-PABALLEL-FORM ANXIETY BATTERY, p.l. 
8-Parallel-Form_Anxiety Battery. This psychometric instru­
ment 1a designed to provide repeated measurement of anxiety 
fluctuations over time in- adults arid young adults. 
La.Dger and Nelson12 administered ·the IPAT 
12Lanaer and Nelson, op. cit., p. 12. 
9 
8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery to members of the Utah State 
University football team per1od�cally during the 1964 foot­
ball season. Form A was administered to the team members . 
two weeks prior to the opening game of the season in order 
to establish an anxiety base line from which to c·ompare 
changes in anxiety levels. Forms Band C were then ad.minis-
. tared to these same athletes during the pre-game meals 
preceding their first and fourth games of the season. In 
addition, each_partic1pant 8 s performance, during these two 
contests, was evaluated by the Utah State University foot­
ball coaching staff. 
Two important findings were noted almost 1mmed1ate­
ly.l.3 
lJibid., p. 2.3. 
1. Anxiety was responsible for a 
very s1gn1_f1cant part of· player performance 
in the.f1r�t game with decreasing relatedness 
in later games. 
2. Secondly, players whose anxiety 
level was extremely high or extremely low 
at the pre-game meal ( Form B or C) tended 
to perform rather poorly. On the other 
hand, if a player shifted from the pre­
season score to a higher game score or 
dropped from a - very high pre-season score 
to a lower score at the pre-game meal, his 
performance tended to be good. In other 
words, if it. had been high for the pre­
season score (Form A) and dropped to a 
lower score before the game· (Form B or C), 
or·1f he moved from a very low score at 
·the pre-season testing to a higher gue 
score, he tended- to do better. 
10 
Langer, 14 in a more �ecent. study, tested the 1964. 
14Philip Langer, "Some Psychological Implications of Varsity 
Football Performance," Coach and Athlete, September, 1966. 
p. 30. 
Utah State University football ·team over a full season. The 
IPAT 8-Parallel�Form Anxiety Battery was again the psycho­
metric instrument selected for use in this study. Some of 
the relations'.nips reveal-ed from -this study between the direct 
measures of anxiety and pertormance were: 15 
1. The pre-game anxlety·score 
was negatively related to performance. 
The lower the anxiety score, the better 
the performance. This closely parallels 
findings in psychology which indicate 
that for complex motor.activities high 
anxiety is negat·ively related to per­
formance •. 
2. -Secondly, they noted a positive 
relationship in the shift from anxiety 
as measured in the pre-season testing 
(For� A) and the anxiety score obtained 
at the pre-game meal tor each game. More 
precisely, the better players seem to 
shift from relatively low anxiety in a 
non-stress s1tua�1on to higher pre-game 
anxiety; but at the same ·time, and this 
1s. critical, the anxiety never got out 
of control. The poorer players ·showed 
either (1) a high anxiety ·1n both the 
stress and. the non-stress testing situ­
ations, and/or (2) allowed their anxiety 
to· get out of control before .the game • . 
J. Third,· the average anxiety 
score for the season was positively re­
lated to game performance.. This anxiety 
measure, we suggest, is a consistency 
measure. Over and over again we noted 
that the b·etter players showed. certain, 
predictable patterns of stress prior to 
each game. Indeed, if these patterns 
were missing prior to game one could 
suspect the adequacy of the player per­
formance for that game. 
Summary 
11 
These studies·seem to-suggest that psychometri� 
instruments and/or measurements may yield a considerable 
amount o� important, objective information on the athlete 
which can be used to predict·, guide, and cope with competi­
tora in teaching and competitive situations. 
Chapter III 
PBOCEOOBE FOB OBTAINING DATA 
Introduction 
The description Cf the subjects, instrument tor 
obtaining 1ntormat1on, and details of procedure are in­
cluded in thia chapter. 
Subjects 
12 
The subjects for this study were varsity wrestlers 
· who were in attendance at Brookings High School, Brookings, 
South Dakota, during the academic year of 1966-1967. Thirty­
one.varsity wrestlers participated 1n the study. or ·these 
thirty-on� participants, five were freshman, four sophomores, 
seven juniors, and fifteen were seniors. They ranged in age 
from fourteen to eighteen years. 
Brookings High School and seven South Dakota high 
schools of similar size comprise the Eastern South Dakota 
Conference. Brookings High School's wrestling team was un­
deteated in dual meet competition, won the Eastern South 
Dakota Conference Wrestling . Tournament. and won both the· 
Sectional and the 196J State wrestling championship. 
lJ 
Instruments for Obtaining Information 
The Institute for Personality and Ability Testing 
8-Parallel-Fqrm Anxiety Battery.was the· only psychometric · 
· instrument ·employed in this study. 
Thia teat oona1sta ot eight equivalent torms, 
1dent1tied by letters A through H, ot a paper and pencil, 
multiple choice anxiety questionnaire developed from a large 
factor analytic study. 
Kjeldergaard16 gave the following brief de-
16Paul M. Kjeld.ergaard ., The S1xth -Mental Measurements 
Yearbook, p. 26J. 
scr1ptiona of .the seven ·subtesti comprising each ot the 
eight equivalent forms, 
(a) questionnaire items ( 10 items) 
----the usual personality inventory type 
item with trichotomous choices, e.g. ,  true, 
false, or in between; 
(b) susceptibility to annoyance 
( 7  items) ----a 11st of .events to be rated 
on a three-point scale as to how 1rr1tat1ng· 
the respondent would find them; 
( c) lack or confidence in untried 
skills ( ?. 1 tems )----the respondent first 
rates.the.frequency with which he has had 
certain types ot experiences and then 
3udgea h1a competence to handle such situ­
ation,. only tho••·•1tuat1ons with wh1oh 
he�• had little experience being scored; 
298663 
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(d) readiness to confess common 
fa�lte (? 1tems)----d1chotomous responses · 
to a 11st of m'htiman fra111 �1es"; 
(e) emotionality of .comment (4 items) 
---�tr1chotomous choice responses to 
"newspaper 1 tem.eQ•; 
(f) anxiet1-tension symptom self­
chec lkl1st (8 1tems)----respond·ents utilize 
a three-point scale to rate themselves in 
comparison to others as to the degree to 
which they possess certain behavioral 
characteristics, e.g., conceit, or the, 
frequency or certain somatic symptoms, ·e.g., 
rapid pulse; · 
(�) susceptibility to embarassment 
(7 1tems)----respondenta rate situations on 
a three-point scale as to the degree or 
embarassment the situation.would arouse. 
14 
The write� received permission from the Brookings 
High School Athletic Director and the wrestling coaches to 
administer the IPAT 8-Parallel-Porm Anxiety Battery to the 
high school varsity wrestling teams. Reproduction rights 
to the test battery were obtained from the Institute for 
Personality and Ability Testing b7 purchasing the IPAT 
8-Parallel-Porm Anxiety Battery Handbook and Test Kit. 
In the writer'e a.ttempt to measure the anxiety 
levels of the subjects in a stres.s situation, alternate 
for•s of the IPA� B�Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery were ad­
ministered to the "A"-and "B" team members forty minutes 
prior to their competitive __ pertormances in all home 
wrestling matches. Two separate testing aituationa were 
required since the "B". team competed prior to the "A" team 
. \, 
15 
matches. However, all 0B 11 or "A" team members completed 
their test simultaneously during this. period. Thus an 1nd1-
vidual wrestling in an upper division �eight class would 
•'. 
have taken his• test more than forty minutes prior to his 
actual competition. 
IPAT 8-Parallel-Form·An:xiety Battery Forms A and 
H were omitted f om the battery of tests administered to the 
"B" team participants. Thes two forms possessed the lowest 
validity and reliability coefficients of the eight equiva­
lent forms. The remaining si:x: forms were used_. through 
counterbalancing _of order or administration among forms, to 
establish the anx1et1 measures of "B" team subjects in a 
str�ss situation. Form F· was utilized to establish the "B� 
team post-season base line m·easure 1n a non-stress s1 tuation. 
Form Hof the IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery 
was omitted trom the battery of tests administered to the 
"A" team participants, while· Form F was withheld tor the 
establishment or the post-season base 11ne measure in a non­
stress situation. The remaining six forms were used, through 
counterbalancing of order ot. admi�istration among forms, to 
establish the anxiety-_ measure of "A" team subjects in a 
streaa situation. 
The differences in administrative procedure of 
forms between th� "A" and "B" teams were emplo7ed in the 
interest of _the test pu�lishera. 
16 
The investigator supplied· each subject with the 
proper test form for each match, and the subjects completed 
their teats 1n the ch-easing room prior to their pre-match 
, .  
warm-up period. -The tests were unt1med and each full form 
required no more than ten to titteen minutes for its com­
pleti·on. The .actual test admi�strative procedures and 
instructions were outlined in the Handbook and Test Kit tor 
the IPAT 8-Parallel-Porm Anxiety Battery. 17 
17 Sche1er and Cattell, op •. cit.• p. 2. 
Prior to the competition of the subjects, a panel 
ot three competent wrestl1ng·judges was furnished with a 
form listl� the wrestler•� name-, weight class,. and a five­
point scale tor evaluative purposes. The numerical value of 
five designated a *'Good" performance, and performance could 
be scaled downward to a rating of one, which indicated a 
"Poor" performance. 
Immediately upon termination of each subject's 
match, the judges independently evaluated the subject's 
performance by circling the designated numeral ot the rating 
scale which, in thei� opinion, best coincided with the 
aubject•a performance. 
Through a search �t the literature and by uti­
lizing the adv1·ce ot experts in the wrestling field, the 
standards 1_nvolved in naatch performance evaluations includeds 
17 
The physical attr1butea and abil1ty· level of each wrestler· 
and his opponent: basic tundamentals or skills utilized in 
participation: and the aggressiveness and perseverance with 
which.the wrestler engaged in performance. In the writer's 
opinion, the use ot these factors in. performance evaluations 
perllitted a more valid establishment or a wrestler's total 
match performance than match score results alone would have 
indicated. 
The inveatigator:used the standardized test scoring 
methods provided 1n the IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Batter7 
Handbook and recorded the scores of each subject's rorm on 
an accumulative pertcrm&.lY)e rating sheet. The writer also 
re�orded the average of each subject's match performance 
evaluations on this same acoumulat1ve performance rating 
sheet. 
A base line anxiety measure in a non-stress situ­
ation was secured by administering Form F or the IPAT 8-
P�allel-Porm Anxiety Battery to the subjects one month after 
completion ot the 1966-1967 competitive wrestling season. 
This test administration date was chosen because the in-
·' 
vestigator received the !PAT 8-Parallel-F,orm Anxiety Batt�r7 
material from the publishing company too late to aecttre a 
pre-season, non-stress base line measure and this period 
seemed to provide a suitable t1ae when these subjects were 
·,, 18 
not competitively involved with training or with competition 
1n a •-pring aport • 
. , ,  
Chapter IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
The stati�t1cal analysis or the data collected 
during th1a 1nveat1gat1on ·app�s 1n. this chapter. 
�cor1pe; of Data 
Match Pertormance Evaluation 
· 19 
The subject received three judges• ratings tollo•-
.. 
1ng each ot his wrestling . matches.. The mean or the three. 
judges• ratings •a� the match performance evaluation used in 
this investigation. 
Anxiety Measure 
The raw scores of the IPAT 8-Parallel-Porm .Anxiety 
Battery forms were obtained for all subjects and no con­
version ot these scores was necessary. Only the raw scores 
ot subjects who wrestled a· minim� ot five ot th• seven 
matches were investigated. •· 
. Bel1ab111 t:y of Data ' 
According to Sche1er and Catte11, 18 the inter-form 
18scheier and ·cattell, loo, cit. , p; 2. 
rel1ab111ty coetticienta tor the IPAT 8-Parallel-Pora Anxiety 
20 
Battery ranged from +. J6.to +.67 and averaged about +.60 tor 
the three or · tour best forms. Individual form rei1ab111ty 
coeft1c1ents tor the ' IPAT 8-Parallel�Porm Anxiety Batteryl-9 
l9Ib1d · · • --· 
are round in Appendix A. However, Bendig, 20 in more recent 
20A.  w. Bendig and Gail Bruder, "The Effect ot Repeated 
Testing on Anxiety Scale Scores, n Journal of Consulting 
Psycholo51, August , 1962. p. 392. 
research dealing with this battery, found 1nter-torm re­
liabilities ranging from +.60 to +. 85 and averaging +.75 • . 
These discrepancies, according to KJeldergaard, 21 are ex-
21 · 
· · 
Kjeldergaard·, op. c1 t., p. 26). 
plained by ditterences 1n procedure and intervals between 
administration. The latter results are thought to be more 
appropriate tor the usual application of these inatrwnenta. 
Val1d1t7 �f Data 
The validity coef_f 1c1ents for the 8-Parallel-Form 
Anxiety Battery, based upon the correlation of the t·est with 
an anxiety factor (a· pool ·or 600 anxiety measure items) 
ranged trom +. 50 to +. 68 w1.th a median coefficient of +. 54. 
Although technicall7 these are part-whole correlations, the 
proport1on _ot test ite11S included in the criterion measure 
21 
was so small that this is not a serious limitation .22 Indi-
• ' 
v1dual form validity coefficients for the IPAT 8-Parallel-
Form Anxiety Battery23 are recorded in Appendix A. 
2Jsche1er and Cattell , loc. cit. 
l,ud.ges and Ratings 
The judges employed in this investigation were 
competent and knowledgeable wrestling personnel. In ad­
. dition, the judges �d adequate opportunities to observe 
the sub jects p�ior to rating the sub jects in competitive 
situations. 
The investigator attempted to eliminate the ele­
ment of subj.ecti vi ty of the judges' ratings by providing the 
judges with a checklist containing the factors to be judged 
and a scale for standardizing the ratings. An evaluation 
form, containing standards and procedures, ia presented in 
Appendix B. 
. Analysis of Data 
The rank-difference coefficient of correlation 
- · 24 method, as descxaibed b:, Garrett, was employed in order to 
22 
24Henry E. Garrett .11, mentarz Statistics,. pp. 90-92.· 
determine if there was. any ■tat1at1cal �elat1onah1p between 
. � 
the tollow1ng •ar1ablea 1 
A e Subject 's individual IPAT 8-Parallel­
Form Anxiety Batte�y scores, ranked 1n 
order from high to low, with corre­
sponding rank ordered match performance 
evaluations. 
B. Subjects ' individual average IPAT 8-
Parallel-Form ·Amc1ety Battery scores, 
ranked in order from high to low, with 
their corresponding rank ordered average 
match performance evaluat�ons.· 
c. Individual "A" and "B" team subjects • 
average IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety 
Battery scores , ranked in order from 
h1gh to low, with - their corresponding 
rank ordered- average match performance 
·evaluations ./ 
D. Team IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety 
Battery scores, ranked in order from 
high to low, with corresponding rank 
ordered match performance evaluations. 
E. Team total IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety 
Battery scores, ranked in order from 
high to low , with co:i;-responding ·total 
rank ordered match performance evalu-
. at1ons . 
P. Team average IPAT 8-P$rallel-Form 
Anxiety. Battery scores , ranked 1n order 
from high to low, with corresponding 
rank ordered average match performance 
evaluations. 
A technique tor the calculation ot product-moment 
correlation coeff1c1ents directly from ungrouped scores, as 
described by Garrett , 25 was emplo7ed in order to determine 
25 
· Ibid . , p.,  9) . 
1f there was any statistical relationship between the 
following variables : 
A. Deviations of a subject ' s  IPAT 8-
Parallel-Form match anxiety scores, 
from his particular form ' s  standard 
mean score , and his corresponding 
match performance evaluations. 
B.  Deviations between a subject 's  base 
line and IPAT 8-Parallel-Form match 
anxiety scores and his corresponding 
match performance evaluations. 
2) 
The writer chose to employ the . 05 level of 
significance for use in this investigation. A method tor 
determining the s1gn1f1canoe of eoefficients of. correlations , 
as described by Garrett , 26 was then utilized to evaluate 
26 
Ibid . , pp. 1·04-105. 
the significance or the obtained correlation . coefficients. 
On th1a basis ,  the null hypothesis ( r  = o . oo )  was then 
either accepted or re jected. 
F1nd1!1fi8 
The data tr�m this investigation were analyzed 
statistically and are reported in this section·. The sta­
tistical procedures emplo:,ed - on data or individual subjects 
dealt onl:, _ wlth those subjects who wrestled a Jllinimwa or 
24 
five ot the seven matches - 1nvest1gated. 
Ind1v.1dual Banlt-Difterepc 
. ·, '. T ble I shows a aumma.l7. of the 1ndi vidual. rho 
· ,rank:-d1tferenc correlation coetf1o1ents � Correlation coet­
fioienta were round to r&nge from - . ?) to +. 70, with a mean 
correlation ooe1 t1c1ent ot · +. 04 �  The . null hypotheeia ••• 
accepted. 
Individual Average Rank-Difference 
A rho correlation coefficient of -. 02 was obtained 
when using as variables the subjects • average IPAT 8-
Parallel-Form· Anxiety Batter7 scores and average match per­
formance evaluations . The null hypothesis was _accepted � 
Individual "A" and "B" - Bank-Difference 
Rho correlation ooett1c1ents of +. 22 tor the "A" 
squad, and o . oo tor the "B" squad , were found when comparing 
the teams as separate squads.· The null hypothesis was ac­
cepted.: 
Team Rank-Difterenoe 
Table II shows a smmary of the "A" and "B" t90 
rho rank-difference correlation coetticients. "A" team 
correlation coefficients were round to range from -. 39 to 
+. 63 , with a mean correlation coefficient of +. 11. Corre­
lation coefficients tor the "B" team ranged from -. 64 to 
TABLE I 
Ind1v1dual Bank-Difference Coetf1o1ents or· Correlation 
SubJ ct 
' 
g 
1 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
½, 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
�l 
2.5 
Rho 
Bank-Difference 
+. 17 
+. 20 . 
+. 07  
+. JS 
· +. 07  
- • .50 
-. 14 
+. 21 
- . 26 
+·.15 
+. 07 
-. 21 
+. 17 
-. 20 
+. 22 
. oo 
+.60 
-. 13 
+. 70 
-. 02  
+. 40 
- • .54 
+. 12 
25 
TABLE II 
Team Bank-Difference Coefficients of Correlation 
llatch 
Lincoln High �chool 
Yankton High School 
. Watertown High School 
Aberdeen High School 
· ntchell High School 
Jlad.1son High School 
Pierre High School 
"A" Team 
Bho �-Difference 
-. 39 
+;-21 
+. 11 
-.• 31 
+� ·oa  
+. 63 
+. 41 
"B" Team 
Bho �-Difference 
+e·os 
+.28 
- · .  ·-. .  · . · .+� 19 
-. 64 
+. 75 
-.01 
-. 06 
t\) °' 
27 
+, 75 .  with .a mean correlation ooetfioient ot +. 08 . In bOth 
· oasea the nuli hypothe�is waa aooepted. 
Te 
Tea total anxiety scores and match pertormanoe 
evaluations 71elded rho correlation 00etr101ents ot +� 14 tor 
the ttA" t am and +. 11 tor the "B-11 team. The null h7pothe11a 
was accepted.. 
Team Average Bank-D1tference 
Team average an.x�ety scores and match performance 
·evaluations yielded rho correlat1on _ coeff1c1ents ot -. �1 and 
+.·46 for the "B" and "A'e teams respectively. - The null hy­
pothesi s was ac_oept.ed . 
Deviations from the Standard Mean Score 
Table III shows a summary ot the product-moment 
correlation of coefficient data�' Correlation coefficients 
were found to range from - .61 to +.?4, with a mean corre­
lation coefficient of +.19. The null hypothesis was ac­
cepted. 
Deviations from Base Line 
Table IV shows a summary of the produot�moment 
oorrelat1on ot ooett1cient data. Correlation · coeffioienta 
were tound to· r811Se from - • . 66 to + •. 67, w1 th a mean oorre­
latlOll ooer lbiat or • , 04 ,  Th• nu11 hrpothe■1■ •• ao• 
Olp' • 
TABLE III 
Correlation Coefficients Derived from Deviations from the Standard Mean Score of 
Subject 
. .  , . . . - -
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
il 
. . 
Individual IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety ecores and Corresponding 
Match Performance Evaluations 
Product-Moment 
Correlation Coefficient 
+.·1� . . . I � � • -' =-·• 
+. Jl 
+. 26 
+. 17 
+.41 
-. 15 
-. 29 
-. 07 
-.61 
- .• 10 
-. 07 
+. 48 
I. 
- . 
- . 
Subject 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
- �, 
25 
Product-Moment 
Correlation Coeff1e1ent . · 
· . .  - +. :,9· . 
+. 46 
+. 27 
- . J4 
+. 21 
+. 24 
+. JO 
+. 55 
_+. si J  
+. J9 
N 
(X) 
TABLE IV 
Correlation Coefficients Derived from Deviations Between Base Line and · 
Individual Match Anxiety Scores and Correspond'ing 
· Subject 
Match Performance Evaluations 
Product-Moment 
Correlation Coefficient Subject 
Product- Moment 
Corre.lation Coefficient 
3 . . _. . · . · - . :+. 19 . - 15 · . +. 23 4 · • • ' • ·  . .  . _ _. .. +. 07 16 - � 66 
5 - � 07 17 - . 1) 
6 - . ·o4 1a +. 2a 
· 1 +. 21 
' 19 +. 45 
8 - . 30 20 - . J8 
9 - .  JO 21 +. 37 
10 -. OJ �2 +. 19 
11 - - 57 2.3 - - 51 
12 +. 08 24 +.67 
1.3 +. 02 25 - . 27 
14 - - .37 
N '° 
30 
Sumrna.rz of .Findings 
In this inva�tigation all rank difterenoe corre­
lati�n._ ooeft1o1ents fndicated neither ·a significant poa1 tive 
. , .nor negative relationship between anxiety measures, as 
determined by the IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery, and 
match performance evaluations, as determined by a panel ot 
three competent wrestling judges. 
Pea.-rson product-moment correlation coeft1c1ents 
revealed no stat1st1oally significant relat1onsh1p between 
either a subj ot •s  deviations from his base line measure . or 
deviations from his standard mean score and his corre­
sponding match perform.a.nee evaluations. 
D1scuss1on · of Findings 
From the results obia1ned during this investi­
gation it would appear that _ anx1ety measurements, as de­
termined solely b7 the IPAT 8-Parallel-Porm Anxiety Battery, 
do not seem to be highly valid or reliable predictors or an 
individual's competitive performance. 
While the psycho•etric · instrument employed by the 
writer 1n this study · was s�lected because or its eight 
comparable forms, the -low validity and reliability ot the 
measuring tool may have ha¢ an intervening influence on the 
res�lts of this inTest1gat1on � 
Jl 
The wri.ter did not wish to · venture beyond thi s  
point or di scussion,  o1nce he realize� the need tor extreme 
cauti on and con e:rvat1-sm in drawing cot1:clusi ons from a 
psyoholog1 o l investigation of thi s  nat�e . 
Chapter V 
SUMMARY 
Problem 
J2 
The purpose ot this investigation was to determine 
it an individual high school wrestler•.s �iety measures 
would serve as an indicator of his match pertormances. 
Data 
The subjects were thirty-one varsity wrestlers who 
were in attendanc� at Brookings High School, Brookings, 
South Dakota , during _the academic year 1966-1967� · 
The top twenty-four wrestlers, as determined by 
weekly competitive challenge matches, received alternate 
forms or the IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Batt.ery forty 
minutes prior to their competitive performances in all home 
_ wrestling matches. These tests were administered in order 
to measure the anxiety levels of subjects in a stress situ­
ation �/ 
Each subject's performance was independently 
eval�ted immediately .upon the termination
1
of his match by 
a panel of three judges .  The mean of these judges • ratings 
served as the subject's match performance evaluations. 
A base line anxiet_:, measure in a non-stress situ­
ation was secured by adm1n1s�er1ng Porm P of the _ IPAT 8-
Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery to the· sutjects one month 
after completion ot the competitive wrestling season. 
The data collected during th�se testing periods 
were scored and/or recorded ·and �lyzed·. to determine the 
degree of relationship between the subjects• anxiety 
measures and match perform&noe �valuations . In order to 
determine it there was ant statistical relationship existing 
_ _ between these variables & rank order and product-moment 
correlation coetf1cient methods were applied to the differ­
ing variables involved. T�ese correlation coef'f1c1enta 
were then evaluated -as to their significance at the . OS 
level ot significance. 
Findings 
The results obtained in this investigation are as 
tollows 1 
1 .  All rank difference correlation coefficients 
indicated neither a aign1t1oant positive nor a negative 
relationship between anxiety measures, as d·etermined b7 the 
IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Battery and match performance 
evaluations. 
2. Pearson �product-moment correlation ooef­
t1c1ents revealed no statistically significant relationship 
between either a subJect • a  ·deviations from his base line 
measure or deviations from . his standard mean score and his 
correapondi:ng matoh performance evaiuations. 
Conclusions 
. ·, '. 
There were no statistically s�gniticant findings 
on any of the correlations 1n data analyzed. 
These results would tend to indicate that for the 
purposes of this study, the anxiety measures empl�yed were 
unreliable methods for the pred1ct1o� of competitive per­
formance. 
No further conclusions· are warranted on the basis 
of this investigation since the writer felt he was not 
competently qua11f1� in the areas of human behavior or 
psychological t,valu.at1on. - . . 
Recommendations for Further Study 
The investigator proposes the following recom­
mendations tor further studys 
l. That a similar study be undertaken over an 
entire wrestling season . 
2. That a similar study be undertaken employing 
various physiological tests to validate anxiety measurement. 
3. That a similar study be completed w1th empha­
sis on anxiety levels following matches lost. 
4. That similar studies be completed 1n non­
combative athletics. 
JS 
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APPPm>ICES 
:,; . 
J.PPENDIX A 
Ccmatruct Val-idity ( Correlation with Anxiety Factor) and Inter-Ferm Bel1ab1iit1es 
tor the 8-Parallel-Po� Anxiety Battery 
Pora 
A 
B 
; ,• •,• · I • 
• •- • •, 
- -c • • ;_ 
D 
B 
p 
G 
H 
Construct Validity : Correlation* Inter�Form Reliability: Average 
with Anxiety Factor Correlation* with Other Seven Forms** 
+. S6 
+. S4 
,. ·• r . - • • � -• 
+. s, 
+. 64 
+.Sl 
+.68 
+. SJ 
+. so 
-
. 
� ., �- -. . . •:-
\ . 
LEGEND 
. .  . -
+. 46 
+. s, 
+. s, 
+. so 
+.5) 
+� 51 
· +. SI 
+.41 
•Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients. 
**The twenty-eight possible correlations between ·rorms· ranged from +. )6 to +.67, 
and averaged about +.60 tor the three or tour best forms. 
\.,,) 
� 
JS 
Evaluation Standards and Proced.ures 
. . Each wrestler will be ind.ependentl7 rated b7 a 
panel or three . co•petent 11Testl1ng judges . The rating will 
. take place immediately following the conclusion of the 
wrestler 's  match performance.· 
In order to record match evaluation ratings, each 
judge will be furnished with a form listing the wrestler 's  
name, weight class , and a five-point rating scale for evalu­
ative pu.rposes a The numerical value of five ( 5) designates 
a "Good" performance , and performance may be scaled d·ownward 
to a rating ot one (l ) , which indicates "Poor" performance. 
The following is an example of the previously described 
rating form: 
Name Weight Class Match Evaluation Bating Scale 
5 4 J 2 1 
/ 
Immediately upon termination of each wrestler's 
match -, the judges will individually evaluate performance b7 
circling the designated numeral of the rating scale which , 
in their opinion , best eo1nc1des with the wrestler's per- · 
torma.nce�' 
Through a search ·or the literature and by utili­
zing the advice or experts in the wrestling field, the 
standards involved in match performance evaluations includes 
the physical attributes and ability level or each wrestler 
and his opponent ; basic fundamentals or skills utilized in 
part1c1pat1on r and the aggressiveness ·and perseverance ·with 
which the wrestler engages in performance� In the writer's 
op1n1·on, the use ot these factors in performance evaluation 
will permit a more valid establishment or the wrestler ' •  to­
tal match pertor11a11ce than match score results alone would 
indicate. · · 
Weight 
Class 
95 
.103. · · . · - .  · 
112 
120 
127 
1)3 
1,a 
½5' 
165 
180 
Hwt 
APPENDIX C 
Subjects • Individual IPAT 8-Parallel-Porm Anxiety Scores and 
Corresponding Match Performance Evaluations 
� 
Lincoln H. s ;  
A a · 
16 D 
. 12 B 
14 G 
s A 
10 C 
. lJ E 
20 E 
18 G 
11 C 
7 D 
17 A 
19 B 
C D'-
5. 03 5. 0 
6. i9 . 4· " 
7. 80 - . 6  
7. 11 4. 0 
6. 66 5. 0 
9. 13 
6.49 �-
J 
� 6  
5.46 4. J . 
5. 94 . 4. 6 . 
6. 46 4. 6 
7 - ?i 
3. 6 
6. 1 5. 0 
"A" Team 
Yankton H. s. Watertown He S. Aberdeen B. s .  
A B C D A B C D A B C D 
16 C o . HB · - �·. 3 16 B 7. 16 LJ. . 6 16 A 7.48 1.1'.. J 
12 A 6.56- s . o . 12 G 6 . 17 ,. 3  12 E 7.40 3.
0 
14 E 7. 21 J . 6 14 D 7.40 • J 14 C 5 .99 4. 6 
10 B 5.98 4. 6 10 A . 4. 64 4. 3 10 G 4. 74 4. 6  
21 G 8 . 32 . , . o 21 E a. as 4. 6 21 D 8. 28 3 .·o lJ D 6. 17 \ . J  lJ C 6. 62 2. 6 lJ B . 7 . 87 .3. 6 
20 D 7.4J 4. J  20 C 6. 28 s . o . 20 B 6. 09 -4. 6 
18 E 6. 10 4. o 18 D 5 •. 28 4. 6 18 C 6. 07 · ,� o  11 B _ 5 � 26 5 . 0 11 A 6.42 � - 0  11 G · 4.49 . 6  7 C 5. 68 2. 6 15 B 6. 54 .-o 15 - A 6 . ,2 ; . o 
17 G 6 . J2 J. 6 17 E · 5. 70 . ? · 6 
· . 17 D 6. 2 5 . 0 19 A 7 . 04 s . o 19 G . . 6. 55 . J 19 E 7 . J9· s . o  
LEGEND 
A •  SubJects 
B • IPAT 8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Forms. Counterbalancing of test battery forms. 
C • IPAT 8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Form Scores. Higher score indicates higher 
anxiety level. 
D • Mean Match Performance Evaluation by Judges. Higher score indicates better 
performance. � '° 
APPENDIX C (Continued) 
Mitchell B. s .  Madison H·. s .  Pierre H. s .  
Weight 
C�as A : B C D A. B C D A B C D 
95 . 16 _G 6 . 92 q.. 6 . l.b - E 7 . JLJ, 5 e 0  · 16 -D b . J1 _ _  3. 0  
103 · . . . ·. 12 . · n · 6� 05 3 • .3 12 C . . 5 . J0 ) . J  12 B 6 . 42 5 . 0  
112 14 B 8 . 61 .3 • .3 14 A 7 . 73 4. 6 14 G . 8 . 86 4 . ) 
120 10 E 5 . 31 4. 0 5 P 5. 90 3. 0 10 D - 6 . 64 ) . 6  
127 27 . C · · 7 . 61 4 . 6 4 F 8 . 40 5 . 0  27 A 10 . 11 s . o  
l.3J 1.3 A · 7 . 15 5 . 0 27 B 9 . 24 5 . 0  1.3 G 5 . 31 3 . 3 
138 20 A 6 . 55 2 . 6 20 G 5 .  72 5 . 0  20 · E 6 . 92 4 . 0  
145 18 B 5 . 48 4 . o 18 A 1 . 5a s � o  1s G 6 . 26 4 . ·o 
154 11 E 6 . 51 4 . 6 11 . D 5 . 17 4 . J 11 C 6 . 42 2 . 6 
165 15 G 6. 50 5 . 0  15 E 5. 69 4 . J 15 D · 6 . 27 4 . 0 
180 17 C 6. 65 J . 6 17 B 6 . 68 4 . ,3 · 17 · A 6 . 2J 4 . J  
Bwt . 19 D 5 . 88 4 . 6 19 C 6 . 71 Forfeit 19 B 7 . 45 · 5 . 0 
� 
0 
·APPENDIX D 
Subjects• Individual IPAT 8-Parallel-Form Anxiety Scores and 
Corresponding Match Performance Evaluations 
•B11 Team 
Lincoln H. s. Yankton H. a .  · Watertown B .  S e  Aberdeen H. s .  
Weight 
Claaa A ,B 
. 
C D A B C D A B C D A B C D 
95 6 B 6. 73 . 3. 6  6 G 7 . 79 �. o 6 P 8 .• Jl 2. 6 6 E 9 .t,,J � . o  10..3 · · .  25 C . 6 . 19 2 . 3 25 B· 5 . 72 . Forfeit 25 · G 6 .44 3 . 3 25 p ? . OJ .3.0 
112 31 B 7 .40 . 4. 6 31 G 7 . 74 4. 3 31 F 9 . 26 5 . 0 )l E· 8 . 60 2 .6  
120 JO E 6. 1, 2 . 3 2 D .5 . 62 · J . 6 
� 
C 5. 74 3. 0 5 B· 6 . 23 4 . 6 
127 26 E 1 •. 10 2 . 0  4 D 6 . 39 5 . 0 C 7 . 58 4 . o .  4 B 7 . 28 4� 3 13) 27 D 6. 70 2. 6 3 C 5 .48 1 . 6 3 B 6 . 02 2 . 3 3 G 4.48 2. 6 
138 8 F a .·9a 4. 3  8 E 7 .44 2 . 3 8 D 6 . 35 4. 6 8 C · 7 . 63 1 . 3 
14
, 
29 C 6 . 38 3 . 0  23 B 9 . 26 5 . 0 23 G 6 . 87 3 . 3 _ 23 F 8.21 2·. 6 
15 9 F 8 . 84 4· 0  9 E 7. 85 2 . 3 9 D 6 . 67 ,.
o 9 C .7 . 29 4 . j 165 28 G 6. 85 . 6  15 p 7 . 38 4 . 6 7 E 6.06 . 6  7 . D 5 . 89 5. 0 
180 22 D a .� 
2. 6 22 C 6 . 63 2 . 6 22 B 7 . 68 .s . o  · 22 G 5 . 6:, 5.0 
Hwt 24 G s. 5 . 0 24 F 7 . 57 4. 6 24 E . 7 . 79 2 . J 24 D 6 . 22 5 . 0 
A. •  Subjects 
B • IPAT 8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Forms. Counterbalancing ot test battery forms. 
C • IPAT 8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Form Scores. Higher score indicates higher 
anxiety level. 
D • Mean Match Performance Evaluation by Judges. Higher score indicates better 
performance. � � 
APPENDIX D ( Continued') 
Mitchell H .  S. Madi�on H.- s .  
Weight 
Class A ,· . · B C D A B C 
95 1 E 6 .• 67 2. 0 6 .C 9.�6 
103 ·_ . . .. .. . . · 6 D . . 8 ·�· 94 · 4� 6 25 n · a . 09 
112 2 D 4; 76 2� 6 2 C 6. 21 
120 
' . 
G s�·1s 3 - J JO p 5 . 69 
127 G . 7 . 89 4.- J 26 · p 7. 28 
lJJ J p '. 4� 04 1. 6 3 'E 5 . JJ 
i� 
8 B 7. 17 2 . 0  8 G 5. 99 
23 E .8 � 72 5 . 0 23 D 8. 02 
9 B 8. 33 5 � 0  9 G 5 .�5 
165 7 C 5. 78 Forfeit 7 . B 7. 87 
180 22 p 7 . 81 ,.
o 22 E 6 . 81 
Hwt 24 C 6. 04 � J 24 B 6 . 78 
D A 
�- 3 6 
;. o 25 
Forfeit 2 
4. 6 JO 
3 . 3 4 
J . J 3 
5 . 0 8 
2. 6 23 
4. 6 9 
4 . 6 7 
4. 3 22 
' J . 6 24 
Pittrre He s .  
B C D 
B 9 . a:3 ij. .  3. 
C a .  ,58 . · 2·e :3 
E 7 . 68 s . o 
E 8 . 83 , 3 . 6 
E 7 . 09 3 • . 6 
D 4 . )4 2 . 3 
F 7 .44 2 . 3 
C 7 . 43 J . 6  
p 7 . 58 3. 0  
G 5 . 88 s . o  
D 7. 22 4 . J 
G 5 . 38 . 4. 6 
-4=" 
N 
4:, 
APPENDIX . E 
Subjects • Individual Average Anxiety Score and Corresponding 
Average Match· Pertormanoe Evaluation 
Number Averag.e Average Match 
of Matches Anxiety . Perr ormance 
Subj ect Wrestled sc·ore --· Evaluation 
1 l · 6.67 2, 00 
2 4 ·6 . 07 . 3 . 73 
' 
6 4. 9� 2, 28 7 . 4  4. Jt 
5 s � ' i ' 6 . 15 3 . 58 1 
6 7 a .·64 4. 6) 
7 1 6 . 23 . 40 
8 7 7 . 29 J . 11 
9 7 
: 7 .44 J . 60 
10 6 5. 66 4� J5 
11 · 7 ' 5 . 74 4 . 10 
12 1 6 . 30 ) . 74 
1, 6 7 . 04 ,. 68 1 7 ✓7 - 66 . 19 
15 6 6 . 45 4 .48 
16 7 6 . 7� 4 . 69 17 7 6. 5 4. oo 
18 7 6 . 04 4 . 13 19 7 6 . 7 4 . 82 
20 7 6 . 50 4 . JO 
21 6 8 . 74 . 4 . 53 
22 7 7 . 13 4 . 11 
- �� 
6 8 .; '09 ,� 68 7 · 6 . 47 . 20 
25 s 7 . 27 ) . 18 
26 2 7 . 19 2. 65 
27 l 6�·70 2. 66 
· 28 l 6 . 85 4 . 66 
29 1 . 6 . 38 3 . 00 . 
JO 
. , 
•. ' 7 . 08 ,. so 
Jl 8 . 25 . � lj 
APPENDIX F 
Team Total and Average Anxiety Measures and Corresponding Total . 
and Average Match Performance Evaluations 
Batch 
Lincoln H. s.  
· . -. _. . Yankton H. s . 
Watertown H. · s .  
Aberdeen H. s .  
Mitchell H. S. 
Madison H. s .  
Pierre B. s.  
•A• Team 
Total Match 
Total Anxiety Performance Average Anxiety 
Score Evaluation Score 
80 . 16 51.9 6 . 68 
•� • •• r ••r} •-- ;. - - - : - � . . .. .. - -
· 1a . 95 
77 . 64 
78 . ,54 
· . 79 . 22 
81. 46 
8). 20 
- . 
51. :;  6 . sa 
48. 2  6 . 47 
50. 3 6 . ss 
49. 2  6 . 60 
48 . 8  6 . 79 
50. 1 ' 6 . 93 
Average Match 
Performance 
Evaluation 
� - 33 
4� 28 
=-4 . 02 
4. 19 
4 . :io 
. 4 .44 
_ 4 . 18 
i 
APPENDIX G · 
Team·Total and Average Anxiety Measures and Corresponding Total 
· Match 
Lincoln H�  s .  
. � . -
Yankton B. s. 
. - . - .. -
Watertown H. _ s . 
Aberdeen H. s .  
Mitchell H .  S .  
Madison H. s .  
Pierre H. s . 
and .Average Match Performance Evaluations 
Total Anxiety 
Score 
- �5 - 57 
. 84 •. 87 
84. 77 
a3 .92 
81.90 
82.98 
87� 28 
. . -· -
•B" Team 
Total Match 
Performance Average Anxiety 
Evaluation Score 
39 .9. 7 s 13 
. .  
40. 0  1 . 07 
43. 0  7 . 06 
42. 3 6 .99 
39 . 7 6 . SJ 
4.5�· 2 6. 92· 
4).9 . 1 . 21 
Average Match 
Performance 
Evaluation 
J . J) . 
J . 6J 
J . 58 
J • .53 
3 . 61 
· 4 . 11 
3 . 65 
.c::­
V\ 
APPENDIX H 
Dev1at1ons . From ·the Standard Mean Score of Individual IPAT 8-Parallel-Form 
Anxiety Scores and Corresponding Match Performance Evaluations - -
"A" Tea11 
Lincoln H. s .  Yankton H. S. Watertown H. s .  Aberdeen H. s .  
Weight 
Class A ; - B C A B · C A B C A B C 
-
95 6 . 00 - _.97 .5 . 0 6.40 + • ij,ij ij, .  J o. ll-o + . 70 4. 6 b . 70 + . ?ts q,_ 3 
10)' · . 6.40 - . 21 J. J 6. 70 - . 14 · ; . o  · 6 . oo - + .·11 J � J  6. 60 + . ao J. O 
112 6. oo +1. 80 4. 6 6. 60 + . 61 J. 6 - 6. oo +l.40 4. J 6.40 - .41 4. 6 
120 6. 70 + .41 4. o  6.40 - .42 4. 6 6. 70 -2. 06 4 . J -6. oo· -1. 26 4. 6 
127 6.40 + . 26 5. 0  6. oo +2. J2 5 . 0  6. 60 +2. 28 4. 6 (;. oo +2. 28 J. O 
lJJ 6. 60 +2. 53 
�-
J 6. oo + . 17 4. J 6.40 + . 22 2. 6 6.40 +1.47 ,. 6  
1)8 6. 60 .;. •. 11 � 6  6. oo +l. 4J 4. J 6.40 - . 12 5 . 0  6.40 - . 31 . 6 
½� 
6. oo - . 54 4. 3 6. 60 - . 50 4. o 6. oo - . 72 4. 6 6 � 40 - . JJ 3. 0  
6.40 - .46 4. 6 6.40 -1. 14 5 . 0  6. 70 - � 28 . J . O  6. oo -1. 5_1 4. 6 
-165 6. oo + .46 4. 6 6.40 · - . 72 2. 6 6.40 + . 14 4. o .6. 70 - . JS 5 . 0  
180 6. 70 +l. 05 J. 6 6. oo + . 32 J. 6 6. 60 - .90 J. 6 6. oo + . 42 5 . 0  
Bwt 6.40 - . 26 5. 0  6. 70 + . 34 5 . 0  6. oo + _. 55 4. ; 6. 60 + . 79 s . o  
LIDENI 
' •  
A •  Standard Mean IPAT 8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Form Scores. Mean varies according 
to torm. 
B • Deviation of IPAT 8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Form Scor·es · from Standard Mean IPAT 
8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Form Score. 
C • Mean Match Performance Evaluation by Judges � Bigher score indicates better 
· performance. � °' 
Mitchell H. S. 
Weight I 
Class A I
. 
B C 
95 · · . _ 6 . 00 · . .  + .92 1 h b 
lOJ 6. oo · ·+ . 05 J . J 
112 6.40 +2. 21 
i·
J 
120 6 . -60 -1. 29 . o  
127 6.40 . +1. 21 4 .6  
lJJ 6 . 70 + .45 · 5 . 0  
1J8 6 . 70 - . 15 2. 6 
14, 
6 .40 - .-92 · 4 . o 
15 6� 60 - . 09 4. 6 
165 6.- oo - + . 50 s . o  
180 6 .40 + . 25 l·
6 
Hwt 6. oo - . 12 . 6  
APPENDIX H ( Continued) 
Madison H. s .  
A B C 
6 .- 60 + • 7q, . 5-. 0 . 6 .40 -1.10 J . J 
, 6 . 70 +l.OJ 4. 6 
6 . 20 - . JO J . O  
6 . 20 +2. 20 s . o 
6.40 +2. 84  5 . 0 
6 . oo - . 28 5 . 0 
6 .70 + . 88 5 . 0 
6 . oo - . BJ· 4. J 
6 . 60 - . 91 4. J 
6 .40 + . 28 4. J  
6 �40 . + . Jl Forfeit 
Pierre He S it  
A B C 
6. 00 + . Jl 5 . 0 
6 .40 + . 02 s . o 
6 . oo +2. 86 4. :3  
6. 00 + .64 J .6 
6 � 70 +J .41 s . o · 
6.oo - .69 ). ) 
6 . 60 + . J2 4. o 
6 .oo + . 26 -4 . o 
6 .40 + . 02 2. 6 
6·. oo. ·+ . 27 4. o · 6 . 70 · . '!9 .47 4. J 
6 .40 +1. 05 · 5. 0 
.c:­
-.._;J 
APPENDIX I 
Deviations From the Standard Mean Score of Individual IPAT 8-Parallel-Form 
£n%iety Scores and Corresponding Match Performance Evaluations - -
Lincoln H. s .  
Weight 
Class A . - B d 
9"5 6.40 + . JJ ;.6 
103 _ 6.40 � . • 21 · 2. 3 . 
112 6 .40 +1·. 00 · 4. 6 
120 6. 60 + . lJ 2. 3 
127 " 6 . 60 + . 50 2. 0 
lJJ 6. oo + . 10 2. 6 
1,a 6 . 20 +2. 78 4 . J 
1 5 6 .40 - . -02 3. 0  
154 6 . 20 +2. 64 ,. o  165 6 . oo + . 85 . 6  
180 6. oo +2. lJ 2. 6 
Hwt 6. oo - .46 5 . 0 
•B" Team 
Yankton H. s .· Watertown H .  s .  
' 
A B C A B C 
6. 00 +1. 79 ta,. O 6. 20 - +2. 11 2. 0 
6 .40 - . 68 Forfeit 6 . 00 + . 44  3. 3 
· 6 . oo +1 . 74 4. J 6. 20 +3 . 06 5 . 0 
6 . oo -- . 38 .3 . 6  6 .40 - . 66 J . O 
6 . oo + . 39 5 . 0 6 .40 +1. 18 4. o 
6 .40 - . ·92 1. 6, 6.40 - . JS 2. 3 
6 . 60 +1. 14 2. 3 6 . oo + . 35 4. 6 
6 .40 +2. 86 5 . 0 6 . oo + . 87 3. 3 
6 . 60 +1. 25 2. J 6. oo + . 76 J·. O  
6 . 20 +1. 18 4. 6 6 . 60 - . 54 4. 6  
6 .40 + . 23 2. 6 6 .40 +1. 28 5 . 0 
6 . 20 +1 . 37 4. 6 6. 60 +l . 19 2. 3 
-
• Aberdeen H. s • 
A B C 
b .  bO +2 . 83 . 2 • 0 · 
6. 20 - + . 8) 3 . 0 . · 
6 . 60 +2 . 00 
6 .40 � . 17 
6 . 40 �+ . 88 
· 6 . oo -1. 52 
6.40 +l . 23 
6 . 20 +2. 01 
2 . 6 
4 . 6 
4. J 
2. 6 
1. 3 
2. 6 
- 6. 40 + . 89 - 4 � 3 
. 6 . oo - . 11 5 . 0 
6 .-00 ·- • 37 5 . 0 
6. oo + . 23 5 .• o 
A •  Standard Mean IPAT 8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Form Scores . Mean varies according 
to rorm. 
B • Dev1at1on · of IPAT 8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Form Scores from Standard Mean IPAT 
8-Parallel Anxiety Battery Form Score . 
C • Mean Match Performance Evaluation by Judges . Higher score indicates better 
performance. -'=" (X) 
Weight 
Class 
- 95 
10) 
112 
120 
127 
-lJ) 
1,8 
l 5 
154 
165 
180 
Hwt 
- -
APPENDIX I ( Continued) 
Mitchell H. s .  Madison - H�- s .  
A r B C A B C 
6. 60. + . 01 - - 2. 0 ·. 6��0 +J. 06 _ "' • .3 
· 6. oo - +2.94 · 4. 6 6 . oo +2.09 s . o 
6.oo -1. 24 2.6 6 �40 - . 19 Forfeit 
6.oo - . 25 3. 3 · 6. 20 . - . 51 · 4. 6 
6. oo · +l. 89 4. 3 6. 20 +l.02 J. J 
6.20 �2. 16 . 1.6 6 � 60 +l.27 J. J 
6.40 + - ; 77 2.0 6. oo - . 01 s .o  
6.60 +2. 12 5 . 0 6� 00 +2.02 2. 6  
6.40 +1. 93 5 . 0  6. oo - .,s- 4.6 
6.40 � - .62 Forfeit 6.40 +l. 7 4. 6 
6. 20 - +l.61 ,.
o 6.60 + . 21 . 4 . ) 
. 6.40 - , . 36 .-3  6.40 + . 38 3. 6 
Piene H. s .  
A B C 
. ... -
_ · 6.40 _ +3 .43 . q,. 3- . 
6.40 +2. 18 2. J 
6 . 60 +l.08 5. 0 
6. 60 +2.23 J . 6 
6 � 60 � + .49 J. 6 · 
6. oo -1.66 2. J 
6 . 20 . +1. 24 � 2 . :, 
6.40 +l. OJ J . 6 
6.20 +1. 38 J. O  
6" 00 . - . 12 5. 0  
- 6.00 · +l. 22 4. J 
6. oo - .62 · 4.6 
. - .. . -
� '° 
Weight 
Claes 
95 - . : -
10) 
112 
120 
127 
lJJ 
1,a l 5 
154 
l65 
180 
Bwt 
APPENDIX J 
Deviations Between Post-Season and Individual Match Anxiety Scor,s 
and Corresponding Match Performance Evaluations 
Lincoln H. s .  
' A B 
- -J ._2J . 5 . 0 
- . 87 - ,. J  - . o, . 6  + .9 4. o 
+ .50 · 5. 0 . 
+J.61 - l. J  _. + . 68 · .6 
o. oo 4.-J 
+, • .39 4.6 
- .65 � 4. 6 
- . 08' J.6 
-1.95 5. 0 
"A" Team 
Yankton H. s .  
A B 
-1 . JH 1.1,. J · . 
- • .50 .5. 0 
- .64 , • . 6 - . 18 . 6  
..;1. 38 �. o + .6.5 . )  
+l.62 4. J 
+ .64 4. o 
- . 29 5. 0 
-1. 4J 2.6 
-1. 51 J.6 
-1. 05 s . o 
LBXlEND 
Watertown H. s .  
A B 
-1�12 . ·  · 4- . 6 --. • 89 ). J 
- . 45 4. J 
-1 • .52 4. J 
- . 82 4. 6 
+1. 10 2. 6 
+ . 47 4·
0 
- . 18 .6  
+ . 87 ,. o 
-2.64 . . o  
-2. lJ J. 6 
-1. 54- 4.  J 
Aberdeen H. s .  
A . B . 
- • 'lH 14-. J 
+ . J4 J . O 
-1 . 76 · 4.6 
-1.42 4.6 
-1.42 J . O 
+2. 35 J.6 
- + . 28 4.6 
+ . 61 J • . o · -
-1. 06 . 4.6 
-2 . 86 5 . 0 
-1.41 5 . 0 
- . 10 5 . 0 
A •  Deviations Between Post-Season and Individual Match Anxiety Scores. 
B • Mean Match Performance Evaluation by Judges. Higher sco�e indicates better 
performance. 
\I\ 
0 
Mitchell H. S. 
Weight 
Claaa A B 
- 95._ · .  · -1 ♦-Y.,. . 14- . b 
103 -1 . 01 J . J 
112 + . 16 . 3 . 3 
120 - . as 4 .o  
127 -2. 09 4. 6 
13
� 
+1 .·6.3 - s . o 1) + . 74 2. 6 
14, 
_; . 02 4. o 
15 I + . 96 4. 6 
165 .. 2.68 s .- o 
180 -1. 18 4· 6 Hwt -2. 21 .6  
APPENDIX J (Continued) 
� 
Madison H. s .  
A B 
- . • 63 .: q. • .3 
- . 19 s . o 
- . 29 Porteit 
· -1 . 35 4. 6 
\ + • .38 ) . ) 
+1. 2? 3 • .3 
-). 45 s. o 
- . 98 2. 6 
-1. 99 · 4 . 6  
+ . 76 4. 6 
+ .29 4. J 
-1. 64 J . 6 
. .  
Pierre H. s .  
· A B 
-. 
· - . 26 4 • .3 
- . )0 2 . ) 
· +1. 18 5. 0 
�+1 . 79 ) . 6  
+ . O) 3 . 6 
+ . 28 2 • .3 
-2 . 00 2 • .3 
-1 . 57 J . 6 
+ ·. 14 :, . o 
-1 � 2) s . o  
+ . 70 4. J · 
-J. 04 4. 6 
' 
\,J\ 
t-J 
APPENDIX IC 
Devi_ations Between Post-Season and Individual Match Anxiety Scores 
and Corresponding Match Performance Evaluations 
"B" Team 
Lincoln H. s .  Yankton H. s .  Watertown B. s .  Aberdeen H. s .  
Weight 
Class _ , A . : B A B A B .l B 
95 -J . J6 ). 6  _ -2. JO ,.._  0 -1. 78 2. 6 - . 66 2. 0 
10) , •  ·- - · -2.69 2. J : . - -2.69 Forfeit , -2. 44. J. J -1. 85 3 . 0  
112 -2.65 - 4.6 -2. Jl 4. J  - . 79 5 . 0 -1.45· 2.6 
120 - . Jl 2. J - . as :,.-6 - . 4J J . O + . 06 _ 4 . 6 
127 + . 20 . 2. 0 - . 67 5. 0 + • .52 4. o  + . 22 4. J 
13) +1.98 - 2.6 +1. 42 1.6 +1.96 2. J + . 42 2.6 
1J8 - .46 . . 4. J · -2. 00 2. J . -J. 09 · 4.6 �.1. 81 1. J 14, 
+ • 4
9 J. O + . 26 .5. 0 -2. 13 J . J + . 79 2. 6 
15 +l. 0 J . O + .41 2. J - . 68 ,.
o - . 15 - 4. ·:, 
165 -1. 17 4.6 -1. 80 4.6 · �1. 05 . 6  -1. 22 .5. 0 
180 +l...61 2.6 + . 11 2. 6 +1. 16 s . o  · - . 89 s .-o 
Bwt -2 . 88 s . o - . as 4. 6 - .6J_ 2. J -2. 20 5 . 0 
-
A _ • Deviations Between Post-Season and Individual Match Anxiety Scores. 
B • Mean Match Performance Evaluation by Judges. Higher score indicates better 
pertormance. 
·· 
\J\ 
N 
Weight 
APPENDIX K ( Continued) 
Mitchell B. s .  lladiaon B. s .  Pierre H. s .  
Claaa A B A B A B 
95 + . 34 2. 0 . - . 92 5 . 0  . �1 ._95 5 . 0  . 
lOJ ·• �1 . 15 4. 6 J · - �1� 76 _ ·, 3 . J ". · - . 64 5 . 0  - , . .  
112 -1� 74 . 2. 6 - . 12 4 . 6 +1 . 01 . 4 . J 
120 - .42 J . J  - . 27 3 . 0 + . 48 J . 6 
127 ·+ · ; 83 4. J · · +1 .34 s . o  + .41 5 . 0  
133 - ·. 02 1. 6 · � - .-46 5 . 0  : . 21 J . J  
1.38 -2. 27 ·2. 0 . - . 09 5 . 0  +1. 11 4 . o 
145 + . 2a 5. 0 +2 . 12 5 . 0  + . ao 4 . o  
1.54 + . ·a9 5 . 0  - . JS 4. J + · . a1 . 2·. 6  
165 -1. JJ Forfeit -J .49 · 4. J -2 . 91 • 4 . o  
180 +1 . 29 5 . 0  -1. 15 4. J · -1 � 60 4 . J 
Hwt -2. )8 4. J -1 . JS ·porte.1t · - . 64 5 . 0. 
V\ 
\.I) 
